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1. If quartile deviation of a set of observations is given as 6.4 and the value
of Iirst quartile is 5. What is the value of the third quartile ?

(1) L2 (2) 15.3

(3) 17.8 (4) 20.2

2. The mean and median of a non-symmetric distribution is 16 and 18

respectively. If standard deviatitn is 5, then the skewness of the
distribution is

(1) o (2) -1.2

(3) 1.5 (4) 2.1

3. Suppose X follows a Normal distribution with mean 50 and variation 25.

What is the standard score corresponds to 58 ?

(2) r..6

(4) .2.1

(1) 1.2

(3) 1.8

4. If the p-value of the test is larger than the level of significance, it indicates
iCI(1) Strong evidence in support of alternative hypothesis

(2) Strong evidence against alternative hypothesis

(3) Strong evidence in support of null hypothesis

(4) Strong evidence against null hypothesis

o. Consider the following statements :

I. If S is closed and 6 is admissible, then every risk function is convex

II. If S is closed, then S wiII not have a limit point

III. If S is elosed from below, then S e Eo

Which of the above is correct ?

(1) Only I is correct (2) Only II is correct

(3) Both I and II is correct (4) Both II and III is correct
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6. s and v treatments, the error degrees

offreedom are

(1) b(v-1)

(3) (b-1)(v-1)

(2) v0o*1)

(4) b(v-1)

7.

i

Consider the following statements

I. A complete class of decision rules contains only admissible ddcision

rules

11. A minimal complete class of decision rule contains only admissible

decision rules

il. A minimal complete class of decision rule is always complete

Which of the above is correct ?

(1) Only I is correct @) OnIy II is correct

(3) Both I and II is correct (4) Both II and III is correct

8. Tht tp**l.ase of Birth-Death process with 1,,, = nl. and there is no death

is called the 
-- 

Process

(1) Immigration Q) Poisson Process

(3) Linear growth (4) Yule'Furry

9. Wishart distribution is a generalization of

Normal distribution (2) t-distribution

Chi-square distribution (4) Beta distribution

(1)

(3)

MPIUPHDruR$EE-20lhStatisticrCode-A Q)
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10. Let {Xo, Yo}, n = L, 2, ...., be a sequence of random variables. Then

I X"-Y, I -L o and Y,, L, Y implies

(1) Xo LrX

(3) Yo ,L rX

(2) X" L rY

(4) X,,Y,, L rY
11. The Upper Confidence Level and Lower Confidence Level of a particular

process is given as 12 and 8 respectively. If variance of the process is
glen as 1.6, then what is the sampel size of the process ?

(1) 36 (2) 28

(3) 25 (4) 18

L2,

(1) 3.45

(3) 6.23

(2) 4.32

(4) 5.7L

If X- Poisson (4) and Y- Poisson (3), and X and Y are independent. What is
the value of E [X I (X + 9], if n = 10 ?

13. The value of m so that the vector (m, 3, i) is a linear combination of the
vectors (3, 2, 1) and (2, t,0) is :

{(1) L (2) 3

(3) 5 (4) 7

L4, Given the following statements about a one parameter exponential family
of distribution :

I. It always admits sufficient statistics

il. The moment estimator e based on sufficient statistics is CAN for 0.

m. The asymptotic variance zero every time.
Which of the above are correct :

(1) Only I and II are correct (2\ Only I and III are correct

(3) Only II and III are correct (4) All are correct

MPH/PHDruB$EE-2019-StatisticrCode-A ( 3 )
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I. Least square estimators are unbiased for all general linear models

il. Under fairly general conditions, the estimates obtained by method

of moments will have ur,*plJi.ally normal distribution for large n'

t necessarilY consistent'il. The minimum chi'square estimators are no'

Consider the following statements :

Which of the above are cotrect ?

(1) OnIy I and II are correct

(2) Only I and III are correct

(3) Only II and III are correct

(4) AII are correct

ces is m(t) = 2t' t >-0' what is

the value of M (T) ?

(1) 2 Q)t
(3) 1z (4) 2t2

aximum Likelihood

Estimation (IVILE) :

I. MLE's are alwaYs unique'

II. MLE's are not necessarily unbiased

m. MLE's satis{ies invariance property, provided the transformation is

one'to'one.

Which of the above are correct :

(1)onlylandllarecorrectlzlonlylandlllarecorrect

(3) OnIy II and III are correct (4) All are correct

MPII/PHDruR$EE-20lFStatisticrCoile-A ( 4 )
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18.

(1) Positive definite

(3) Positive semi definite

(2) Negative definite

(4) Negative semi definite

l- r -rlrhe matr* L_, , J 
i'

r.9. Let N(t) be a Poisson process with constant intensity function on R. What
is the covariance of N(s) and N(t) ?

(1) l,s, ifs < t (2) l. (t-s), ifs < t
(3) l. (s-t), if (t < s) (4) l" (s+t)

20. A bag contains 5 black, 6 red and 3 white balls. If a ball is drawn at random,
what is the probability that it is not a white baII ?

(1) tut| (2) L3tL4

(3) 38/55 (4) 27135

2L, Every sequence {X"} of independent random variables with uniformly
bounded variances obeys

(1) Borel-Cantelli lemma (2) Cauchy's criterion

(ry WLLN (4) SLLN

22. If V be a collection of vectors, then V is said to be subspace, if
(1) V is closed under multiplication

(2) V is closed under multiplication and addition

(3) V is closed under scalar multiplication

(4) V is closed under addition and scalar multiplication

23.

(1) sP(s)

(3) P(S)/S

(2) S/P(S)

(4) P(s)/s

Let X be a random variable with pgf P(S). Then the pgf of 3X-1 is

MPH/PHDruR9EE-2019-StatisticrCode-A ( 5 )
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24. @nnumberofbeersconSumed(x)andbioodalcohoI
content (y) was studied in L6 male college students by using least squares

regression. The following regression equation was obtained from this

study : y^= - 0.0127 + 0.0180 x. The above equation implies that :

(1) each beer consumed increases blood alcohol by L.27o/o

(Z) on average it takes 1.8 beers to increase blood alcohotr content by l%

(B) each beer consumed. increased blood alcohol by an average of amount

of l.8o/o

(4) None of these.

25. find p for a binomial random variable X, if n = 6

and if I P (X = 1) = P 6 = 2).

(1) 12t75 @) 18t23

(3) tst27 (4) etL4

26. + L4xr2 + 4xrx, * 18xrx, * 4xrx, is

(1) Negative definite (2) Positive definite

r(3) Positive semi definite (4) Negative semi definite

27. ,o2, (0)/an2) and let Y be a differentiable

function such ttrat S is continuous and. non vanishing then Y(T) is cAN

for Y(0) with asymPtotic variance :

(1) (#)'o?(o) (z) (#)'a3 o?(e)

MPH/PHDruR$EE-20lhStatisticrCode-A ( 6 )
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If the perc"rrt offi4 f* " y.uffi u ti*. series is greater than 100%'

it indicates that

(1) The actual time series value lies below the trend line and the relative

cyclical residual is Positive

(2) The actual time series value lies below the trend line and the relative

cyclical residual is negative

(3) The actual time series value lies above the trend line and the qelative

cyclical residual is negative

(4) The actual time series value lies above the trend line and the relative

cyclical residual is Positive

ith mean 0' The Fisher

information function evaluated at 0 = 2 is

(1) o.5o Q) o'80

(3) 1.20 (4) t'25

in CRD and RBD for the same

amunt of information is

(1) 3:2 (2) 5:3

(3) 5:4 (4) 3:5

robabilitY of success in

Bernoulli distribution ?

(1) s(p) = 1

(2) (B) sb) = pGE ,"-r 
(1 - P)b-', a ) 0, b > 0

(3) g(p) = 2P

(4) g(p) = c, c* 1

MPH/PHDruR$EE-201S.Statistics-CodeA 
( 7 )
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32.
l- s -71

If A = L-; tj, tt "r, 
the determinant of Aa + 3A2 + 12A is

(1) :2900

(3) - 3000

(2) -2e500

(4) -3e500

-

T["Cn.*e,.R.ffiy(e) = ea in Poisson distribution witt
parameter 0 is

(1) *r*

(3) 19u*'

(2) t.*'

(4) *.*,

33.

34.

r,

Let Xl, X2, ....., Xnbe iid Poisson (p).Then the UMVU['i ot r(x = u) ls

(2) ('- +)'

(4) ('-*)-

onential samples with mean 0. Then the scor

function evaluate at 0 = 4 is

(1) 0.36

(3) 0.56

(2) 0.40

(4) 0.68

35.

MPH/PHDruR$EE-2019-StatisticrCode-A ( 8 )
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Consider the following statements :

I. For an estimator to be consistent, the unbiasedness of the estimator

is necessarY

II. If the variance of an estimator attains the crammer-Rao lower bound,

the estimator is consistent.

III. A UMVUE is unique, if it exists

Which of the above are correct ?

(1) only I is correct Q) only II is correct

(3) Onty III is correct (4) None is correct

ffina ts uru ,"rdo* ,amples for N (p,o').An unbiased

estimator of o2is Given bY

(2) 25(1) 2a

(3) n (4) 33

eigenvalues of the given matrix is :

2f
-41

I3l

One of the

_,18 -6l-u 7

l, -4

satisfYingS - 3x 3 5 and 4x+ 5 ( -7 is

(2) (-1, 1)

(4) empty

MPH/PHDruR$EE-2019-Statistics-Code-A ( I )
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40.

(1)t;;]

l-s - sl(B) L, _ rl

(z) [-r sl
L s -3.1

l-s - sl
t+). [s , ]

The 2 x 2 matrix corresponding to the complex number 3 + 5i is

4L.

100

47.56

If n = 15, Ix=480,I*', then the standard deviation of y = 5x- 10 is

(2) e6.82

(4) 112.88

(1)

(3)

42,
n

Let X,, Xr, ..... be iid Poisson (i.) random variables. If Sn = E*- . If l. = 1

and n = 64, then The value of P {50 . Sn.80} is approximately

(1) 0.732s (2) 0.8321

(3) 0.7884 (4) 0.e348

43. Consider a discrete classification with rrr, rr2, rs, rr as the number of

observations in each cell such that | tri = tr . The cell probabilities are
i=l

respectively given as 02, e (1 - e), 0 (1 - 0) and (1 - O)'. What is the MLE of
0is

n, znr +n,
(1) ; (2) -*

2n, +n. 2n,+n^ +n,(3) r.-ffi (4) T
MPH/PHDruR$EE-20lFStatisticrCode-A ( 10 )
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44. Let X be a random variable having the probability function :

/n\
f (x, 0) = [-J 0- (1 - 0)n-*, x = 0, 1,2, ....., n.

xIf d (x) = ;, then the risk function R(e, d) under squared error loss

function is :

0 (e -1) 0(0 + l)
(1) Y Q) ,-

(B) qP 
@) *

45. Let X,, Xr, .... be iid Bernoulli with parameter (1,). If apriori it is known

? --
that l" e lll4,3l4l.lf X>+. What is the MLE of l. ?'4''
(1) Lt4 Q) Ltz

-
(3) 3t4 (4) 1

46. After taking a sample and computing X, a statistician says that he is 88%

conlident that the population mean lies between 106 andl?2. What does

he really mean ?

(1) The probability is 0.88 that p = l!4,the midpoint of the interval

(2) The probability is 0.88 that p is between 106 and122

(B) 88% of the intervals calculated from samples of this size will
. contain p

(4) Both (2) and (3)

MPH/PHDruB$EE-20lS,StatisticrCode-A ( 11 )
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47,

3 (n-2\
(2) ;r7=

The measure of Kurtosis of t-distribution is

(1)
n-2
n-3

3(n-2\(3)# n+2(4) 
n+4

48. For a particular hypothesis test, the probabilities of type I and II errors

are respectively, 0.05 and 0.09. The power of this test is

(1) o.e5 Q) 0.14

(3) 0.86 (4) o.e1

49. Let X,, Xr, .... Xnbe iid with f(x) = 0x0-1, 0 < x < 1, e > 0. Then the Cramer

Rao Lower Bound for estimating 0 is

(1) n0 (2) I
n

g2

7(3) e2

n
(4)

50. For a queuing model of M/NI/1(oo)/FCFS model, the probability of ntl

realization is obtained as

(1) p'(1 - p)

(3) p(1-p)"

(2) p(1 -p)
(4) P" (1 - p)o- I

51. The following values of the function f (x) for values of x afe givei:

f (r; = = 4, f (2) = 5, f (7)= 5, and f (8) = 4. what is the value of f (6)

(2) 5.28(1) 5.13

(3) 5.67 (4) 5.88

MPH/PHDruB$EE-2019-StatisticrCode-A ( L2 )
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52.

value * # ,

t2(1) F-E

t2(B) n-E*,

t2(2) *'E-t

t2(4) t*E*,

If A and E are the difference operators defined as usual, then what is the

53, Given Yo = - 12, Vz= 4, Ys= 6, and Yn

Newton's Formula ?

(2)

(4)

-- L2. What is the value of y, using

1

3

(1) 0

(3)

54. Amag.azirreclaims that 25o/o of it.l*d.r. are college students. of a

rand.om sample of 200 readers, 42 arc college students. It is to be tested

af6 0.10 level of significance whether the proportion of college students
among all the readers of the magazine is not equal to 0.25. What is the
conclusion ?

(1) The proportion of college students among the readers of the magazine

is 0.25

(2) The sample data are incorrect

(3) The proportion of college students among the readers of the magazine

is less than 0.25

(4) The proportion of college students among the readers of the magazine

is more than 0.25

MPH/PHDruB$EE-2019-StatisticrCode-A ( 13 )
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oD. tt. *riance of Hyper geometric distribution with N = 20, n = 5 and

M = 12 is given by

(1) 1.34 (2) 1.28

(3) L.oz (4) o.e5

56. A random sample of 100 articles are taken from a batch of 2000 articles

shows that the average diameter of the articles is 0.354 and standard

deviation 0.048. What is the 95% confidence interval for the average

diameter of the batch ?

(1) (0.2934,0.4235) Q) (0.3448,0.3632)

(3) (0.3021,0.3824) (4) (0.3923, 0.4272)

57. A multiple regression relationship contains two independent varrables

The standard error of estimate is 4.8 and error sum of squares is 576

What is the sample size?

(1) 24 (2) 25

(3) 26 @) 28

58.

u

Given the following joint density function :

f(x, y) = f2 s-xv, 0 < x (Y < oo

What is E Cf lD ?

(1) x+ 1/1.

(3) 2x + 7u

(2) x- 1/).

(4) 2x-X

59. Let X has the distribution function

Let Y = X2, then what is the value of P (X < 2Y) ?

(1) rtz (2) 2t3

(3) 3t4 (4) a7

I o,X(0,

F(x)= WZ,Osx<2,
I r, x>2.

MPH/PHDruRSEE-20lS,StatisticrCode-A ( 14 )
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iationofthedependentvariableYexp1ainedby
the set of independent variable X is measured by

(1) Coefficient of correlation (2) Coefficient of skewness

(3) coefficient of determination (4) standard error

II the lot produced from cne of its assembly

Iine over a specific period of time due to quality'control problems that

were not d.iscovered during final inspection procedures. This is an example

of

(1) Type I error Q) TYPe II error

(3) Both (1) and (2) (4) Neither (1) nor (2)

Thu ttr.*ber ef runs in XYYJilIXX is :

ANOVA' There are significant differences

between the three groups you are testing. How might you conduct your

pairwise comparisons ?

(1) F test @) Least significance differences (LSD)

(3) Z test (4) Chi'square test

't i., comparing the median response time for

three independent groups learning a specific task. The appropriate

nonparameteric Procedure is

(1) Iftuskal-wallis Q) Wilcoxon signed'Rank

(3) Run test (4) Sign test

MPH/PHDruR$EE-20lgrStatisticrCode-A ( 15 )
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65. What is the value of zx<q + Bx(z) * y(t) - T evaluated at x ='5'?
(1) 28e

(3) 2e8

(2) 2e4

(4) 302

66.

(2) e

(4) 6

Degrees of freedom for chi-square in case of contingency table of order
(4xB)are:

(1) L2

(3) 8

67.

(2) 30

(4) M

A small sample has been taken from a normally distributed population
and the sample mean has been found to be G2. The upper timit of a 9b
percent confidence interval for population mean is 81.60. The population
variance is known to be 2,400. What is the sample size?

(1) 2t

(3) 36

68. Consider the following results on a correlation study :

Regression equations : 6y = 5x + 90 and Ibx = 8y + 180 and Variance of
X = 4. What is the coefficient of correlation betwene X and y ?

(1) 0.45 (2) 0.67

(3) 0.78 (4) 0.88

69. Basu's theorem is useful in determining the statistic V which is

(1) Independent of sufficient statistic T

(2) Linear function of U and T

(3) Monotone in U for fixed t
(4) None of these

MPH/PHDruR$EE-20lFStatisticrCode-A ( 16 )
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70. nt of a one-waY ANOVA is

(1) Wilcoxon Signed Rank test (2) Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test

(3) Iftuskall-WallisTest (4) Ansari-BradleY test

7L. Th" J"*mary of two variables are given as follows :

I *,-53, I *i =297, I y, -277.5, I Vi =994l.25,ZXiYi =1630 and

n = 12. What is the value of sloPe ?

(2) 3.6

(3) 4.8 (4) 6.4

72. Th. *trrd prynding to velocity v is given by the following

data:

3
What is the value of p when v = 25, according to Newton's formula ?

(1) 2.32

(3) 3.08

(2) 2.8e

(4) 4.02

t.2 2.0 4.5 8.0

73. equation xs * Px'* qx * r = 0' then the

value of aB * bs + cs is

(1) -3r-pqr Q) -3r-Pz*rq

(3) - 3r - ps + 3pq (4) Ps + 3rq

MPH/PHDruR$EE-20ltsStatisticrCode-A ( 17 )
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74.

(2) -2e500

(4) - 3e500

t-r
rf A= 

[_o

(1) 2e000

(3) 3oo0o

-71
t_], 

,ft.r, the determinant of A3 + 3A2 + l2A is

75, If V be a collection of vectors, then V is said to be subspace, if
(1) V is closed under multiplication

(2) V is closed under multiplication and addition

(3) V is closed under scalar multiplication

(4) V is closed under addition and scalar multiplication

76, If the number of variables in a non-homogeneous system AX = B is n, ther
the system possesses a unique solution if :

(1) p(A)<plA,Bl .(2) p(A)>plA,Bl

(3) p(A)=p [A,B].., (4) p(A)<p [A,B] =rt

77. Theseries ,X *,".* X - *....l+x l+x' 1+x'

(1) Divergent (2)

(3) Convergentfor 0 < x < 1 (4)

ls

Convergent for all values of x

Convergentforx> 1

78.

(2) 2

(4) 4

[f zn+'Pn-, : 2'-'P,, = 3 : 5, then the value of n is equal to

(1) 1

(3) 3

MPH/PHDruR$EE-2019-Statistics-Code-A ( 18 )
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79. Consider the following statements :

I. A non-singular matrix is congruent to its inverse

II. Every normal triangular matrix is not diagonal

Which of the above are correct ?

(1) Only I (2) Only II

(3) Both I and II (4) None of the above

80. If S is a set of vectors containing the zero vector, then

(1) OeS (2) OeS

(3) 0 may or may not be is S (4) S is linearly independent

8r.. The Rank of the quadratic form : 2x?, +x1-3*?, - 4x,x, - 8xrx, * 12x,x,

1S

(1) 0

(3) 2
ra

82. The value of

(1) 2

(3) 6

I, *t e-* dx

(2)

(4)

4

t2

83. What is the value of

(1) Log (a - 1)

(3) a log. (a)

t. a* -lllm 

-
x+0 X

,l

(2)

(4)

log. (a)

a/loS. (a)

MPH/PHDruR9EE-2019-StatisticrCode-A ( 19 )
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84.

0.7429

0.7467

Certain values of x and y are as given below :

x I 0 0.2s 0.5 0.7s 1.0

y | 1.0 0.9394 0.7788 0.5694 0.3678

According to Simpson's (1/3)'d rule what is the value of fi y dx ?

(1)

(3)

(2)

(4)

0.7457

0.7477

85.

(1) 2,3

(3) zB * tc

(2) zs -ic

(4) ic

If u=x3-Bxyz, thenwhatisthevalue of f(z),tf z=x+iy?

86.
rJ

(1) Morea

(3) Lio-Ville

(2) Cauchy

. (4) Laurent

If f(z) is a continuous function in a region D and if the integral I tp1A,
taken round any simple closed contour in D is zero then f(z) is an analytic
function inside D. This theorem is due to

87. If a function f(z) is analytic for all finite values of z and lzl -> o, and
lf(z)l =A (lzlk), thenf(z) is apolynomialof degree

(2) <k(1) <k

(3) >k (4) >k

MPH/PHDruB$EE-2019-StatisticrCode-A ( 20 )
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88.
za +223 +322 +42+5

, thenIf f(z) = z'

(1) z = O is a pole of order 1

(2) z = 0 is a pole of order 2

(3) z = O is a pole of order 3

(4) z = 0 is a pole of order 4

89. F* th. *ries, 29, !2,26, L9,24,36,2L,33, and 35; the value of the first
quartile is

(1) n
(3) 22

(2) 2t

(4) 23

90.
dv

Given *
dx

S
(1) 0.187

(3) 0.1e8

=y2 + 1, y (0) = 0. What is v (0.2) ?

0.194

0.203

(2)

(4)

91. Consider the following regression problem lY, = cr + 0i + €i ; i = 1, 2, ....,1.

Here e, ; i = 1,2, ...., n, are i.i.d. N (0, 1) random variables. It is assumed

that o * 0 and B is known. If &n is the MLE of a, which of the following

statements is true ?

(1) limn-, E (d,.) * a (2) limn-. E (&,) = g

(3) limn*. V (d,") = o (4) limn-* V (d,"; = g

MPH/PHDruR$EF-2019-StatisticrCode-A ( 2l )
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92. L"t X, Xr, *, Xn be a random sample from f (x, 0), a probability density

function or a probability mass function. Define (n - 1) ti = It, (X, - Xn)' ,

where X" is a sample mean. Then sl is unbiased for 0 if

-A av

(1) f (x,0) = +, X=0, 1,....,ande > 0

-I
(2) f (x,0)= e u,x)0,e>0

e

(3) (x,0) =0 e-o*, x)0, e >0

(4) none of the above

93. samPle from uniform U (e - 5, e - 3)

distribution. Let X,,,, and X,,,.,denote the smallest and largest of the sample

values. Then whicli'of the iollowing is true ?

(1) (X1,y, Xlny) is complete sufficienf for 0

S? X, + X, * 2X, is an ancillarY statistic

(3) X,n,* 3 is unbiased for 0

(4) X,,, * is not consistent for 0

94. @e (without replacement) of size n is drawn from a

finite population of size N (>6). What is the probability that the 4-th

pop.rlaiion unit is incluiled in the sample but the 6-th population unit is

not included in the samPle ?

n(n-l)(1) No{-D

(n-l)(N-n+l)
(3)

n(N-n)(2) NN-1)

(4) n/N

MPH/PHDruR$EE-20lF,StatisticvCode-A ( 22 )
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95.
I

Consider the following statements : 
I

I

I. The bias of ratio estimator for population mean becomes zero if the

regression ofY ol1 X passes through the origin

11. The ratio estimator of population mean is more efficient than sample

mean when the correlation coefficient between X and Y is greater

than zero.

Which of the above statements is/are correct ?

(1) I only Q) II onIY

(3) Both I and II (4) Neither I nor II

96. Th.""MofpopuIationtotaIYduetoHorvitzandThompson
is

(1) E,.r+

v
(3) rtiI,.r r*

(2) I,., *

(4) *L.,*

97. Whi.h one of the following is a correcr statement ?

(1) The regression estimator is superior to the mean per unit estimator

in some cases.

(Z) The regression estimator and the mean per unit estimator both being

equally efficient if P = g.

(3) Regression estimator is always better than ratio estimator'

(4) The regression estimator will, in general be more efficient than the

post-stratified estimator.

\IPH/PHDruR$EE-20lFStatistics-Code-A ( 23 )
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Questions

" 
it si""" as P(s) ='3s2 - 2s + 6' What is the

mean of this distribution ?

or car tyres are drawn respectively from

three brands P, Q, and R manufactures by the three machines' The life

time of these tyres (in'000 miles) are given below :

P:M42434442

What is the mean sum of squares between samples ?

(2) 6.2

(i) 8'7

ffiizes two types of errors is called :

(1) minimax test

(3) unbiased test

(2) optimum test

(4) similar test

MPH/PHDruB$EE-201$,statisticrCode-A ( 24 )
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1. The Upper Confidence Level and Lower Confidence Level of a particular
process is given as 12 and 8 respectively. If variance of the process is
given as 16, then what is the sampel size of the process ?

(2) A3(1) 36

(3) 25 (4) 18

2, If X- Poisson (4) and Y Poisson (3), and X and Y are independent. What is
the value of E [X I (X + Y)], if n = 10 ?

(1) 3.45

(s) 6.23

(2) 4.32

(4) 5.?1

3. The value of m so that the vectot' (m, 8, 1) is a linear combination of the
vectors (3, 2, 1) and (2, 1,0) is :

(r) 1 (2) 3

(3) 5 (4> .7
4. Given the following statements about a one parameter exponential family

q$distribution :

I. It always admits sufficient statistics.

II. The moment estimator e based on sufficient statistics is CAN for 0.

m. The asymptotic variance zero every time.
Which of the above are correct :

(1) Only I and II are correct (2) Only I and III are correct

(3) Only II and III are correct (4) AIl are correct

D. If the mean value function of a renewal proces is m(t) = 2t, t > 0, what is
the value of M (T) ?

(1) 2 (2) t

(3) t2 (4) 2t2

MPH/PHDruBS-EE-2019-StatisticrCodeB ( 1 )
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quesf,loIrD

6. T
E

I.

T

I

he following statements grverr rrr rvurzv

stimation (I/ILE) :

MLE's are always unique'

t. MLE's are not necessarily unbiased

II. MLEIs satisfi'es invariance property' provided the transformation is

one-to-one'

Mhich of the above are cori:ect :

:1) OnIy I and II are correct (2) Only I and III are correct

(3) Only II and IIt are correct (4) AII are correct

, ::: : ' ,-ilIIIiI .

1.

I
)onsider the tbllowlng sf,aue'r'v*ui 

general rinear models

. Least square estimators are unbiased for aII *"tt:'"t.'*:it tl

.I.Underfairlygeneralconditions,theestimatesobtainedbymethocl
of moment. *I,, have urr*prlrtuuv ,,or*al distribution for large 'n'

t[.Theminimumchi.squa.reestimatorsarenotnecessarilyconsistent.

Which of the above are correct ?

(1) OnlY I and II are correct

(2) OnIY I and III are correct

(3) OnIY II and III are correct

(4) AII are correct ,

8. The matri* [ ',
L-r

-11
,lt'

(1) Positive definite

(3) Positive semi definite

Negative definite

Negative semi defrnite
(2)

(4)

MPH/?HDruRS-EE-2019-Ststistics-Code-B 
(2)
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9. Let N(t) be a Poisson process with constant intensity function on R. What
is the covariance of N(s) and N(t) ?

(1) l.s, ifs < t (2) l. (t-s), ifs < t
(3) l. (s-t), if (t < s) (4) l. (s+t)

10. Abag contains 5 black, 6 red and 3 white balls. If a ball is drawn at random,

what is the probability that it is not a white ball ?

(1) tut4 (2) L3tL4

(3) 38/55 (4) 27t35

11. Consider the following regression problem i Y,= o + F, + €i ; i = 1, 2, ...., fr.

Here e, ; i = 1,2, ...., n, are i.i.d. N (0, 1) random variables. It is assumed

that cr * 0 and p is known. If dn is the MLE of cr, which of the following

statements is true ?

(1) limn-- E (d,.) * cr (2) limn-,- E (d,,; = g

(3) ,[i.n-.V(d,")=o (4) limn-,-V(d,,1=6

L2. Let X,, X2, ....., Xo be a random sample from f (x, 0), a probability density

function or a probability mass function. Define (n - 1) ti = It, (Xi - Xn)' ,

where Xn is a sample mean. Then sl is unbiased for 0 if

o-o ax
(1) f (x,0) = +,x=0, 1,...., and0 >0

x!

_I
(2) f(x,0)=€o,x)0,0>0

e

(3) (x,0) =0 e-9*, x)0, e>0
(4) none of the above

MPH/PHDruR$EF.20lSStatisticrCodeB ( 3 )
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L3. Let X, X2, ...., X, be a random sample from uniform U (0 - 5, e -
distribution. Let X,,, and X,,, denote the smallest and largest of the samtr
values. Then whicii'of the i6ilowing is true ? u

(1) (X(,), X(,)) is complete sufficient for 0

(2) X, + X, * 2Xu is an ancillary statistic
(3) X,,,,* 3 is unbiased for 0

(4) X,,, * is not consistent for 0

L4, A simple random sample (without replacement) of size n is drawn frorn
frnite population of size N (>6). What is the probability that the 4
population unit is included in'the sample but the 6-th population unit
not included in the sample ?

n(n-l) n(N-n)(1) NN_D Q) NOI_D

(n-l)CN-n+l)(3) NO{:_ (4) dN

15.
iu

Consider the following statements :

I. The bias of ratio estimator for population mean becomes zero if tl
regression ofY on X passes through the origin

II. The ratio estimator of population mean is more efficient than samp
mean when the correlation coefficient between X and Y is great
than zero.

Which of the above statements is/are correct ?

(2) II only(1) I only

(3) Both I and II (4) Neither I nor II

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-20lFStatisticyCode-B ( 4)
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16. The unbiased estimator of population total Y due to Horvit z and,Thompson
is

(1) YY'l-ries I _ n,

sY,LieS n.
(2)

(3) NI,.r+

(4) NI,., f
L7. Which one of the following is a correct statement ?

(1) The regression estimator is superior to the mean per unit estimator
in some cases.

(2) the regression estimator and. the mean per unit estimator both being
equally efficient if p = g.

(3) Regression estimator is always better than ratio estimator.

(4) The regression estimator will, in general be more efficient than the
post- stratified estimator.

18. The pgf of a certain distribution is given as P(s) = 3s2 -2s + 6. What is the
mean of this distribution ?

(1) 2

(3) 4

(2) 3

(4) 5

MPH/PHDruBS-EE-20lFStatisticrCodeB ( 5 )
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19. Three samples of 5,4, and 5 motor car tyres are drawn respectively fro
three brands P, Q, and R manufactures by the three machines. The li
tiye of these tyres (in'000 miles) are given below :

P:$424g4/142

a:AL404243
R:4442384339
What is the mean sum of squares between samples ?

(1) 5.7 @) 6.2

(3) 7.e @) 8.7

20.

(1) minimax test

(3) unbiased test

(2) optimum test

(4) similar test

2L.
{

The summary of two variables are given as follows :

I *, -53, I *l =297, I y, =277.5, LV? =9941.25, Z Xi Yi =1630 ar

n= !2. What is the value of slope ?

(1) 2.5

(2) 3.6

(3) 4.8

(4) 6.4

MPH/PHDruBS-EE-201S-'Statistics-Code-B ( 6 )
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qs)
AA.

(1) 2.32

(3) 3.08

(2) 2.8e

(4) 4.02

The wind pressure p corresponding to velocity v is given by the following
data:

What is the value of p when v = 25, according to Newton's formula ?

t.2 2.0 4.s 8.0

23. If a, b, c are the roots of the cubic equation xs * px2 * qx * r = 0, then the
value of a3 + b3 + c3 is

(2) -Br-p2*rq(1) -Br-pqr
(3) - 3r - ps + 3pq (4) Ps + 3rq

24.
I-E

IfA=l_o
*L'

(1) 2e000

(3) 30000

-71
, l, then the determinant of A3 + 3A2 + LzArl is

(2)

(4)

- 29500

- 39500

25. If V be a collection of vectors, then V is said to be subspace, if
(1) V is closed under multiplication

(2) V is closed under multiplication and addition

(3) V is closed under scalar multiplication

(4) V is closed under addition and scalar multiplication

MPIUPHDruRS-EE-z0lFStatisticrCodrB ( 7 )
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26, ffth" rrrrtober of variables in a non-homogeneous systern AX = B is n, then
the system possesses a unique solution if :

(1) p (A) < p [A, B] (2) P (A) > P [A, B]

(S) p(A)=plA,Bl .n (4) p(A)<p[A,B] =tt

27.
x x' x'

The serier * +;-; +;-a + .... isl+x l+x'l+x"

(1) Divergent Q) Convergent for all values of x

(3) Convergent for 0 < x < 1 (4) Convergent for x > 1

28. [f zn+rPn_r.2n-lP

(1) 1

(3) 3

= 3 : 5, then the value of n is equal to

(2) 2

A\4

29. Consider the following statements :

I. A non-singular matrix is congruent to its inverse

II. Every normal triangular matrix is not diagonal

Which of the above are correct ?

(1) OnIy I (2) OnlY II

(3) Both I and II (4) None of the above

80. If S is a set of vectors containing the zero vector, then

(2) oes(1) 0eS

(3) 0 may or may not be is s (4) s is linearly independent

MPH/PHDruR$EF-201$''statisticrCode-B ( 8 )
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31. The following values of the function f (x) for values of x are given :

f (r1 = = 4,f (2)= 5, f (7) = 5, and f (a; = 4. what is the value of f (6) ?

(1) 5.13 (2) 5.28 (3) 5.67 (4) 5.88

32,

value * # ,

t2(1) EI-E

r2(B) E- E 
*,

If A and E are the difference operators defined as usual, then what is the

(2)
1_2_,

^lE"E

t2---:-*-+IE,E(4)

33. Given Yo = - L2,Yz= 4,Ys= 6, and y4= L2. What is the value of y, using
Newtonls Formula ?

(1) o (2) 1 (3) ? (4) 3

34. A magazine claims that 25% of its readers are college students. Of a
raffiom sample of 200 readers; 42 are college students. It is to be tested

at a 0.10 level of significance whether the proportion of college students
among all the readers of the magazine is not equal to 0.25. What is the

conclusion ?

(1) The proportion of college students among the readers of the magazine

is 0.25

(2) The sample data are incorrect

(3) The proportion of college students among the readers of the magazine

is less than 0.25

(4) The proportion of college students among the readers of the magazine
is more than 0.25

MPH/PHD/URS-EE-20ltsStatisticrCodeB ( I )
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M = 12 is given by

(1) L.34 Q) 1.28

(3) t.oz (4) o.e5

., O.

36. A random sample of 100 articles are taken from a batch of ZUUU artlcle

shows that the average diameter of the articles is 0'354 and standarr

deviation 0.048. what is the 95% confidence interval for the averag

diameter of the batch ?

(1) (0.2934, 0.4235) Q) (0.3448,0.3632)

(3) (0.3021,0.3824) (4) (0.3923, 0.42L2)

ip contains two independent variabler

The standard error of estimate is 4.8 and error sum of squares is 57(

What is the samPle size ?

(1) 24 Q) 25

(3) 26 (4) 28

37.

38.

tf

Given the following joint density function :

f (*, Y) = f,2 s-}'Y. 0 < x ( Y < m

What is E G lX) ?

(1) x + 1/1"

(3) 2x+ ?v

(2) x - 1/1.

(4) 2x-?'"

39.

(2) 2t3

(4) u7

Let X has the distribution function

Let Y = X2, then what is the value of P (X < 2Y ?

I o,X(0,
I

F(x)= 1*12,0(x(2,
I t, x>2.

(1) ttz
(3) 3t4

MPH/PHDruBS-EE-2019-Statistics-Code-B ( 10 )
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40. The percent of total variation of the dependent variable Y explained by
the set of independent variable X is measured by

(1) Coefficient of correlation (2) Coefficient of skewness

(3) Coefficient of determination (4) Standard error

41. Which one is the improper prior for p, the probability of success in
Bernoulli distribution ?

(1) g(p) = 1

(2) (B) g(p) = =] - ru-r (1 -p)u-', a ) 0, b > 0
F (a, b)

(3) g(p) = 2p

(4) g(p) = c, c+l

42.

(1) - 2e00 (2) - 2e500
{
(3) - 3000 (4) :3e500

t3 -71
tf A = [-+ t], th.r, the determinant of As + 3A2 + 12A is

43. The Cramer-Rao lower bound for Y(0) = e{ in Poisson distribution with
parameter 0 is

0n(1) ; *-" (2) , .'u

20(3) f u-,, (4) 0' u.'

MPH/PHDruR$EE-201$.StatisticrCode-B ( 1 1 )
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44.

(1) [, -]l'\ x/

Let X,, X,, ....., X, be iid Poisson (p).Then the UMVUE of P(X = 0) is

(s) ['- *)'.

(2) (,- *)"

(4) [, - 1)-
\ n/

45. If 3, 8; 5, 4 and 10 are exponential samples with mean 0. Then the score
function evaluate at 0 = 4 is

(2) 0.40

(3) 0.56 (4) 0.68

46. Consider the following statements :

I. For an estimator to be consistent, the unbiasedness of the estimator
is necessary

- II. If the variance of an estimator attains the Crammer-Rao lower bound.,
' th" estimator is consistent.

m. A UMWE is unique, if it exists

Which of the above are correct ?

(1) Only I is correct (2) Only II is correct

(3) Only III is correct (4) None is correct

47.

(2) 25

(4) 33

If L2, 18, 8, 22, and 15 are random samples for N (p,o, ). An unbiased
estimator of o2 is Given by

(1) 20

(3) n

MPH/PHDruR$EE-20lFStatistics-CodeB ( 12)
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49. One of the eigenvalues of the given matrix is :

[s -6 21

l-' ' -ol
12 -4 3l

(1) 2 (2) 3 (3) (4) 10

49, The {Ange ofthe real values ofx satisfying 8 - Bx < b and 4x i f < -Z it
(1) (-3, 1) (2) (-1, 1)

(3) (0, 3) (4) empty

50. The 2 x 2 matrix corresponding to the complex number 3 + 5i is

(1)t;;] (2) [-3 5l
. L s -31

51. Every sequence {X"} of independent random variables with uniformly
bounded variances obeys

(1) Borel-Cantelli lemma (2) Cauchy's criterion

(3) WLLN (4) SLLN

52. If V be a collection of vectors, then V is said to be subspace, if
(1) V is closed under multiplication
(2) V is closed under multiplication and addition
(3) V is closed under scalar multiplication
(4) V is closed under addition and scalar multiplication

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2019-Statistics-CodeB ( 13 )
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| /s,

ith Pef P(S)' Then the Pgf of 3X-1 is

(1) sP(s)

(3) P(S)/S

(2) s/P(s)

(4) P(s)/s

t"ttt consumed (x) andblood alcohol

content (y) was studied in 16 male college students by using least squares

regressiJn. The following regression equation was obtained from this

study: y^= -o.ol27 + 0.0180 x. The above equation implies that:

(1) each beer consumed increases blood alcohol by 1.27o/o

(Z) on average it takes 1.8 beers to increase blood alcohol content by lo/o

(3) each beer consumed increased blood alcohol by an average of amount

of 1.8%

(4) None of these.

binomial random variable X' if n = 6

and if 9 P (X - 1) = P pq = 2).. '

(1) L2tt5 Q) 18t23

(3) Lsl27 (4) 9tt4 o

L4xrz + 4xrx, * L8xrx. * 4xrx, is

(1) Negative definite

. (2) Positive definite

(3) Positive semi definite

(4) Negative semi definite

MPH/PHDruR$'EE-20ltsStatistics-Code-B ( 14 )
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57. l,ut f t" CAN for 0 so that T - AN (0,o', (0)/a,2) and let Y be a differentiable

function such ttrat S is continuous and non vanishing then Y(T) is cAN

for Y(0) with asymptotic variance :

(B) (#)'# (4) (#)'#

(1) (#)'o?(e) (z) (#)'alo?(e)

58. in a time series is greater than L00o/0,

it indicates that

(1) The actual time series value lies below the trend line and the relative

cyclical residual is Positive

(Z) The actual time series value lies below the trend line and the relative

cyclical residual is negative

(B) -The actual time series value lies above the trend Iine and the relative' ' *cyclical 
resid.ual is negative

(4) The actual time series value lies above the trend line and the relative

cyclical residual is positive

59. I@re exponuntiA samples with mean 0. The Fisher

information function evaluated at 0 = 2 is

(1) o.5o (2) o.8o (3) L.zo (4) 1.25

60.

-

Th. ,"tir of number of replication required in CRD and RBD for the same

amount of information is

(2) 5:3

(4) 3:5

(1) 3:2

(3) 5:4

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-201tsStatistics-Code-B ( 15 )
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61. If n= 15, Ix=480,I*',thenthe standard deviationof y= 5x- 10 is

(1) 100 (2) e6.82 (3) 47.56 (4) 112.88

62. Let X,, X2, ,.... be iid Poisson (1") random variables. If S, = I'r . If 1, = 1
" k=l

and n = 64, then The value of P {50 < S, < 80} is approximately

(1) 0.732e (2) 0.8321 (3) 0.7884 (4) O.geae

63. Consider a discrete classification with Dr, rz, rs, r+ as the number o

observations in each celI such that | tri = tr ' The cell probabilities ar
i=l

respectively given as 02, 0 (1 - 0), 0 (1 - 0) and (1- 0)'. What is the MLE c

0is

n. Zn,+n,
(1) ; .(2) ffi

2n, +n. Zn,+n. +n(3)ffi (4)ffi
64. Let X be a random varidble having the prbbability function :

(n)
f (x, o) = [-,,| 

e,. (1 - o)n-*, X = o, !, 2, ....., n.

If d (x) = ;, then the risk function R(e, d) und.er squared error los

function is :

(1)Y e)ry
efi-o) 

@) 
e2(3)- 
n

MPH/PHDruR$EE-2019-StatisticrCode-B ( 16 )
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Let X,. Xr, .... be iid Bu

that ). e [t/4,8/4]. If X=1. lVtrut is the MLE of ),?I

(1) U4 Q) U2

(3) 3t4 @) 1

Aftertaking a sample il
::**,* that the populatiorl mean lies between 106 and, L22.what doeshe really mean ? 'au uue!

(1) The probability is 0.88 that p = Lll,the midpoint of the interval
(2) The probabilitv is 0.gg that p is between 106 and, r22
(3) 88% of the intervals calculated from samples of this size willcontain p

(4) Both (2) and (B)

For a particular hpo
are respectively, 0.0b and 0.09. The power of this test is
(1) o.eo

(3) o.so

(2) o.L4

(4) o.el

MPH/PHDruR$EE-20 I $"Stati sticr Cod eB (17 )
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Questions

1 A>n ThentheCramer-

Question
No.

69. Let X,, Xr, .... X" be iid wrtn I(x) = s*- -' u - ra - r'
n*o m*5t Bound for estimating 0 is

0

(1) n0 Q) ;

e2 e2

(3) n 
(4)7

, ::::;;:; iE;;e =:;:i ;il: ;;t;il;i;;; ;; ;;;f* " 
queuing model of M/M/I(oo)/rL/'ED rrruuvr'

realization is obtained as

(1) p" (1 - P)

(3) p(1-P)'
;ffiof its assembly

70.

(2) p(1 -P)
(4) p' (1 - P)n- 

1

71.

Lt

ffi :xt'#:ffi l:l':l'5 ?iil lH: fi ffi'i;;'rer I r oble m s th at

were not discovered during frnalinspection pro..drrres. This is an example

of 
?l

(1) Type I error (2) TYPe II error

(3) Both (1) and (2) (4) Neither (1) nor (2)

' 
,-==== '

ffinsinXlffXYXXis:
(1) 2 Q) 3

(3) 4 (4) 5

72.

73. you have carried out a one way Al\u v,.. r rrur' c.re prEr^.

between the three gloups yo* ur" iesting' How might you conduct you:

pairwise comParisons ?

Least significance differences (LSD

Chi,square test
(1) F test

(3) Zt"rt

(2)

(4)

R">r\
Ctl lt
?, /d,

ftfpffpffOruBs-EE-2019-Statistics-CoileB(18)
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No.

Questions

74. Suppose there is interest in comparing the median response time for
three independent groups learning a specific task. The appropriate
nonparameteric procedure is

(1) Iftuskal-Wallis (2) Wilcoxon Signed-Rank

(3) Run test (4) Sign test

'lD. What is the value of 2x(a)+ 3x(2) * v(1) - 7 evaluated at x = 5 ?

(1) 28e

(3) 2e8

(2) 2e4

(4) 302

76.

(2) e

(4) 6

Degrees c,f freedom for chi-square in case of contingency table of order
(4xB)are:

(1) t2
(3) 8

77. A small sample has been taken from a normally distributed population
arrt the sample mean has been found to be 62. The upper limit of a 95
percent confidence interval for population mean is 81.60. The population
variance is known to be 2,400. What is the sample size?

(1) 24 (2) 30

(3) 36 (4) 64

78. Consider the following results on a correlation study :

Regression equations : 6y = 5x t 90 and 15x = 8y + 130 and Variance of
X = 4. What is the coefficient of correlation betwene X and Y ?

(1) 0.45 (2) 0.67

(3) 0.78 (4) 0.88

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-20ltrStatisticrCode-B ( 19 )
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\r ,,,1^;^L i

Question
No.

79. Basu's theorem is useful in d'etermrnlng f,ne sf,ar'ruuru v YY ur\

(1) Independ'ent of sufficient statistie T

(2) Linear function of U and T

(3) Monotone in U for fixed t

(4) None of these

80. The nonparameteric test equlvalent or a one-way rar\\-' Y .' rD

(1)WilcoxonSignedRanktest(2)WilcoxonRankSumTest

(3)Kruskall.Wal}isTest(4)Ansari.Bradleytest

offirstquartileis5.Whatisthevalueofthethirdquartile?
' (2) 15.3

(3) 1?.8 (4) 2o'2

: ; :: ;!:;::!I::;::: i: ;; ;;; i

81.

{

82. tha *a"n and median Of a nOn-Symme[rlc ql'trruuuru' rD rv

respectivul,. Ii rtandard a"riatiott is 5, then the skewness of tt

distribution is

(3) 1.5 (4) 2't

Suppose X foUo mean 50 and variation 2

WhatisthestandardScorecorrespondstoSs?

(1) 1.2 Q) 1'6

(3) 1.8 (4) 2't

83.

ftx.
$,
{!It t;
/, /d,

MPIIPHDruB$EE-2019-Statistics-Code-B 
( 20 )
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84. If the p-value of the test is larger than the level of significance, it indicates

(1) Strong evidence in support of alternative hypothesis

(2) Strong evidence against alternative hypothesis

(3) Strong evidence in support of null hypothesis

(4) Strong evidence against nuII hypothesis

85. Consider the following statements :

I. If S is closed and 6 is admissible, then every risk function is convex

il. If S is closed, then S will not have a limit point

III. If S is closed from below, then S e En

Which of the above is correct ?

(1) Only I is correct (2) Only II is correct

(3) Both I and II is correct (4) Both II and III is correct

86. In the analysis of RBD with b blocksand v treatments, the error degrees

offreedom are
-
(1) b (v- 1) (2) v (b- 1)

(3) (b-1)(v-1) (4) b(v-1)

87. Consider the following statements :

I. A complete class of decision rules contains only admissible decision
rules

II. A minimal complete class of decision rule contains only admissible
decision rules

ru. A minimal complete class of'decision rule is always complete

Which of the above is correct ?

(1) Only I is correct (2) Only II is correct

(3) Both I and II is correct (4) Both II and III is correct

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-20ltsStatisticrCode-B (2t )
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Question
No.

Questions

88. The special case of Birth-Death process with 1,,, = nl, and there is no deat

is called the 

- 

process

(1) Immigration @) Poisson Process

(3) Linear growth (4) Yule-Furry

89. Wishart distribution is a generalization of

(1) Normal distribution (2) t'distribution

(3) Chi-square distribution (4) Beta distribution

90.

,

Let {Xo, Yo}, n = l, 2, ...., be a sequence of random variables' 'I'h€

PT
lX" - Y" I _+ 0 and Y" -g Y imPlies

rT
(1) Xo t rX (2) Xo " rY

rT
(3) Y,, ' , X (4) XoY, -A> Y

91. The Rank of the quadratic form : 2xl +xtr-3*3 - 4x,x, - 8xrx, + lzx
is

(1) 0

(3) 2

(2) 1

(4) 3

92. The value of

(1) 2

(3) 6

l, *'e-* dx

(2)

(4)

4

L2
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Question
No.

Questions

93. What is the value of lin, 
o* - I 

?x-r0 X

(1) Loe (a - 1)

(3) a log. (a)

(2)

(4)

loS. (a)

a/log. (a)

94. Certain values of x and y are as given below :

According to Simpson's (1/3)'d rule what is the value of fi y dx ?

(1) 0.742e

(3) 0.7467

(2) 0.7457

(4) 0..7477

xlo 0.2s

1.0 0.9394 0.7788 0,s694 0.3678

95. If p= x3 - 3xy2, then what is the value of. f(z), if z = x + iy ?

(1) zB (2) zs -tc

(3) zs * tc (4) ic

96. lf f(z) is a continuous function in a region D and if the integral ltg1a,
taken round any simple closed contour in D is zero then f(z) is an analytic
function inside D. This theorem is due to

(1) Morea

(3) Lio-Ville

(2) Cauchy

(4) Laurent

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-201tr-Statistics-Code-B ( 23 )
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97. If a function f(z) is analytic for all finite values, of z and lzl * co, an,
lf(z)l =A (lzlk), then f(z) is a polynomial of degree

(1) <k (2) <k

(3) >k (4) >k

98. If f(z) - za +223 +322 +42+5, 
then

z-

(1) z = 0 is a pole of order 1

(2) z = 0 is a pole of order 2

(3) z = 0 is a pole of order 3

(4) z = 0 is a pole of order 4

99.

,
For the series, 29, t2,26, 19,24,36,21, 33, and 35; the value of the firs
quartile is

(1) 20

(3) 22

(2) 2r

(4) 23

100.
dv

Given a* = y2 + L,

(1) 0.187

(3) 0.1e8

Y (0) = 0. What is v Q.2) ?

0.194

0.203

(2)

(4)

IIIPH/PHDruRS-EE-20l}.StatisticrCode-B ( 24 )
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MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2019-StatisticrCode-C ( 1 )

* = *, I,. = +tO, f x2 , then the standard deviation of Y = 5x - 10 is

(1) 1oo Q) e6.82

(3) 47.56 (4) 112.88

Let X,, Xr, ..... be iid Poisson (1.) random variables. If t, = t*r . [f ]" = 1

ancl n = 64, then The value of P {50 < SIl < 80} is approximately

(1) 0.732s (2) 0.8321

(4) 0.e348(3) 0.7884

'\-; as the number of

observations in each cell such that i tri = D ' The ceII probabilities are
i=l

r.espectively given as 02, 0 (t -- 0), 0 (1 - 0) and (1 - e)'. what is the MLE of

0ffi

n,(1) ;

2n, +n.(2);ffi
2n, +n.(3)ffi \

2n,+n?+nj(4)T
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Questions

-t-- 

- rL^ --^l-,ohi'litv function :

Question
No.

4. Let X be a random varlaDle lravurB' Lrr' vrvvsv'---!

/n\ 
= o, 1, 2, ""', rL'

f (x, o) = \.,.,) 
e,. (1 - Q)n-x, x :

x
Ifd(x)--,thentheriskfunctionR(e,d)und'ersquarederrorloss

function is :

e(e-l)(1) -,

o (1- e)
(3)

n

(2)

(4)

ffi

0(0+1)
n

02

n

D.

lr/

Let Xr, Xr, ."' be uo l1errluuur YYrurr

bhat l. e ltl4,3/41. If *"1' What is the MLE of l' ?

(1) u4 (2) ttz

(3) 3t4 (4) 1

confident that the population meanlies betrveen 106 and't22' What do

i,;;;;iitmean ?

(1) The probability is 0'88 that p = 114' the midpoint of the interval

(2) The probability is 0'88 that p is between 106 andtZ2

(3)88%oftheintervalscalculatedfromsamplesofthissizeu
' contain P

(4) Both (2) and (3)

6.

MPH/PHDruR$'EE-2019-statisticrCode-C 
Q)

1
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Question
No.

Questions

t. The measure of Kurtosis of t-distribution is

n-2(1) ,_3

(3)H
(2)

3 (n -2)
n-4

n+2
n+4

(4)

8. For a particular hypothesis test, the probabilities of type I and Il'errors
are respectively, 0.05 and 0.09. The power of this test is

(1) 0.e5 (2) 0.14

(3) 0.86 (4) 0.e1

9. Let X,, Xr, .... X. be iid with f(x) = 0x0-r, 0 < x < 1, e > 0. Then the Cramer'
Rao Lower Bound for estimating 0 is

(1) n0 (2) :

(B)** (4) $
10. For a queuing model of M/M/1(o)/FCFS model, the probability of n'h

realization is obtained as

(1) p'(1 - p)

(3) p(1-p)'

11. Every sequence {X"} of independent random variables with uniformly
bounded variances obeys

(1) Borel-Cantelli lemma (2) Cauchy's criterion

(3) WLLN (4) SLLN

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-20lFStatisticrCodrC ( 3 )
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Question

(1) V is closed under multiplication

(2) V is closed under multiplication and addition

(3) V is closed under scalar multiplication

(4) v is closed under addition and scalar multiplication

Question
No.

L2.

13. Gt X be a random variable with pgf P(S). Then the pgt ot u6-r Is

(1) sP(s)

(3) P(S)/S

(2) s/P(s)

(4) P(S3)/S

L4,

tf

The relationship hetween number of beers consumecl' (x) ano olooq arcorrur

content (y) was st,udied in 16 nrale college students by using least squares

regressiJn. The following regression equation was obtained from this

study : y^= -o.ol27 + 0.0180 x. The above equation implies that:

(1) each beer consumed increases blood alcohol by L.27o/o

(2) on average it takes 1.8 beers to increase blood alcohol content by Lo/o

(3) each beer consumed increased blood alcohol by an average of amount

of.7.8o/o

(4) None of these.

15. Witf, the usual notations, find p for a binomial rand,om varlaole zr' 1I n

andifgP(X=1)=P(X=2).
(1) L2tr5 Q) 18t23

(3) tst27 (4) en4

+ 14xr2 + Axrx, * 18xrx, * 4xrx, is

(1) Negative definite Q) Positive definite

(3) Positive semi definite (4) Negative semi definite

16.

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2019-statisticrCode-C ( 4 )
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No.
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L7.

(2)

Let T be CAN for 0 so that T - AN (0,o', (0)/a,2) and let Y be a differentiable

function such tfrat S is continuous and. non vanishing then Y(T) is CAN

for Y(0) with asymptotic variance :

(1) (#)'o?(e)

(3) (#)'#

(#)'al o|1ey

(4) [#)'#
18. If the percent of trend for a year in a time series is greater than 100%,

it indicates that

(1) The actual time series value lies below the trend line and the relative
cyclical residual is positive

(2) The actual time series value lies below the trend Iine and the relative
cyclical residual is negative

(3) The actual time series value lies above the trend line and the relative
io cyclical residual is negative

(4) The actual time series value Los above the trend line and the relative
cyclical residual is positive

19. If 3, 8, 5, 4 and 10 are exponential samples with mean 0. The
information function evaluated at 0 = 2 is

(1) 0.50

(3) 1.20

(2) o.8o

(4) t.25

20.

(1) 3:2

The ratio of number of replication required in CRD and RBD for the same

amount of information is

(4) 3:5(2) 5:3 (3) 5:4

MPH/PHDruBS-EE-20ltsStatisticrCode-C ( 5 )
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ns is given as 6'4 and the value

of irst quartile is b. What is the value of the third quartile ?

(1) t2 Q) 15'3

(3) 1?.8 (4) 20.2

The mean and tt'it distribution is 16 and 1t

,.rp..tiuely. If standard deviatitn is 5, then the skewness of thr

distribution is

(1) o Q) -r'2
(3) 1.5 (4) 2'7

2t.

22.

23. suppose X follows a Normal diStrtbutron wrtn mean ou alru vai'r'a

Wfr*t is the standard score corresponds to 58 ?

(1) 1.2 Q) 1.6

(3) 1.8 (4) 2.t
:: : :: : : ; : :i-----l MI]lIil

24.

ra

If the p-value of the test is lar$er than the levet oI slgnursaraue, ru rr

(1) Strong evidence in support of alternative hypothesis

(2) Strong evid'ence against alternative hypothesis

(3) Strong evid'ence in support of null hypothesis

(4) Strong evid'ence against nuII hypothesis

Consider the following statements :

I. If S is closed and 6 is admissible, then every risk function is conve

[. If s is closed, then s wiII not have a limit point

m. If S is closed from below, then S e En

Which of the above is correct ?

(1) OnIy I is correct Q) Only II is correct

(3) Both I and II is correct (4) Both II and III is correct

25.

MPIIPHDruR$EE-2019-StatisticrCode-C ( 6 )
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26. In the analysis of RBD with b blocks and v treatments, the error degrees

offreedom are

(1) b(v-l) (2) vG-l)
(3) (b-1)(v-1) (4) b(v-1)

27. Consider the following statements :

I. A complete class of decision rules contains only admissible decision
rules

|[. A minimal complete class of decision rule contains only admissible
decision rules

III. A minimal complete class of decision rule is always complete

Wlrich of the above is correct ?

(1) OnIy I is correct (2) Only II is correct

(3) Both I and II is correct (4) Both II and III is correct

28. The special case of Birth'Death process with l'o = nl' and there is no death
is eelled the 

- 

process

(1) Immigration (2) Poisson Process

(3) Linear growth (4) Yule-FurrY

29. Wishart distribution is a generalization of

(1) Normal distribution (2) t'distribution

(3) Chi-square distribution (4) Beta distribution

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-20ltsStatisticrCod*C (7 )
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Question
No.

30. tet {X", Y,,}, n = L,2, "", bQ a seqtlence or ra'Lr

PI
lX"-Y"l t, o andY,, 4 Y imPlies

(1) 1" --!, x
(3) y" !, x

(2) X" L rY
I

(4) x,,Yn " )Y
ffi

31.

(1) limn-- E (&n) + a

(3) limn-* V (d,n) = o

jonsider the following regresslon proDlem : 1t - t' - Pi ' =i ' ^ L' -

FIere €i ; i = L,2,- .,.,..:-;,ri" i.i.a. N'(0, 1) random variables. It is assumed

bhat cr * 0 and p is known. If &n is the MLE of cr, which of the following

statements is true ?

(2) limn -- E (&, ) = 0

(4) limn-- V (d,"; = g

L"l x,, Xr, ....., x )' a probability density

function or a probability mass function' Define (n - 1) 
'1 

= Il=' (X' - Xn)' 
'

where X" is a sample mean' Then sl is unbiased for 0 if

(1) f (x, 0) = ,x=0,1, and0>0

(2)

(3)

(4)

f (x,0) = x)0,e>0

(x,0)=0e-o*,x)0,e>0

none ofthe above

x

e-0

e

32.

ra

MfII/PHDruRS-EE-2019-StatisticrCode-C 
( 8 )
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33. Let X,, X2, ...., Xn be a random sample from uniform U (e * 5,0 - 3)
distribution. Let X,,, and X,n, denote the smallest and largest of the sample
values. Then which of the following is true ?

(1) CK,,,, X,n,) is complete sufficient for 0

(2) X, * X, - 2X, is an ancillary statistic

(3) X,n,* 3 is unbiased for 0

(4) X,,, * is not consistent for 0

34. A simple randorr..- sample (without replacement) of size n is drawn from a
finite population of size N (>6). What is the probability that the 4-th

population unit is included in the sample but the 6-th population unit is
not included in the sarnple ?

n(n-l) nCN-n)(1) NN_l) Q) NOr_D

(n-l)(N-n+l)(3) N.r:fr @) r/N

35. C6trsider the following statements :

I. The bias of ratio estimator for population mean becomes zero if the
regression ofY on X passes through the origin

II. The ratio estimator of population mean is more efficient than sample
mean when the correlation coefficient betwet:n X and Y is greater
than zero

Whrch of the above statements is/are correct ?

(1) I only (2) II only

(3) Both I and II (4) Neither I nor II

MPHIPHDruRS-Ep-:019 - aiisti:,s-(lorle-C ( I )
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Question
No.

Question

is

s5 Yt
(1) li.s 1_ n,

(2) I., *
v

aJrer 1_ n,

Y(4) N L,., -Jti

36.

37.

N.

Which one of the following is a gorrect statement t

(1) The regression estimator is superior to the rnean per unit t'stimttt'

in some cases.

(2) The regression estimator and the mean 1r(rr unit estimator lrtlth be ir

equaIIY efficient if P = g.

(3) Regression estimator is always better than ratio estimator'

(4) The regression estimator wiII, in general be more efficient than t

post'stratified e stimator'

The pgf of u.urtlG-di*tribr,tio., i. gi* rs P(s) = 3sz - 2s -{' ti' What is t

mean of this distribution ?

(1) 2 Q) ;r

(3) 4 ('1) 5

38.

MPIUPHDruRS-EE-20lFStatistierCode-C ( 10 )
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Question
No.

Questions

39. Three samples of 5, 4, and 5 motor car tyres are drawn respectively from
three brands P, Q, and R manufactures by the three machines. The life
time of these tyres.(in'000 miles) are given below :

P:454243M42

a:41a/l-4243
R:44ag_384339
What is the mean sum of squares between samples ?

(1) 5.7 @) 6.2

(3) 7.e (4) 8.7

40. A test which minimizes two types of errors is called :

(1) minimax test

(3) unbiased test

(2) optimum test

(4).. similar test

41. A car manufacturer had to recall the Iot produced from one of its assembly

Ifrr. orr., a specific period of time due to quality-control problems that
were not discovered during final inspection procedures. This is an example

of

(1) Type I error (2) TYPe II error

(3) Both (1) and (2) (4) Neither (1) nor (2)

42.

(2)

(4)

(1)

4

MPH/PHDruR$EF-20lhStatisticrCode-C ( 11 )
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Question
No.

Questions

43. 'You have carried out a one way ANOVA. There are signiticant d'itlerences

between the three groups you are testing. How might you conduct your

pairwise comparisons ?

(1) F test Q) Least significance differences (LSD)

(3) Z test (4) Chi-square test

44. Snfporu there is interest in comparing the median response trme tor

three independent groups Iearning a specific task. The appropriate

nonparameteric Procedure is

(1) Kruskal-Wallis Q) Wilcoxon signed-Rank

(3) Run test (4) Sign test

45. Wh.t ir th" value of 2x(a)* 3x(2) .u 1(r) - 7 evaluated at x = 5 '/

(2) 2s4

. (4) 302

(1) 28e

(3) 2e8

46, n

(2) e

(4) 6

Degruur of freedom for chi-square in case of contingency table ot order

(4xB)are:

(1) L2

(3) 8

47;

(1) 24

(3) 36

(2) 30

(4) 64

A small sample has been taken from a normally distributed populatron

and the ,u*pl. mean has been found to be 62. The upper limit of a 95

percent confihence interval for population mean is 81.60. The populatior
,oariance is known to be 2,400. What is the sample size?

MPILPHDruRS-EE-20ltrStatisticrCode-C ( 12 )
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48. Consider the following results on a correlation study :

Regression equations : 6y = 5x + 90 and 15x = 8y + 130 and variance of

x = a. what is the.coefficient of correlation betwene X and Y'?

(1) 0.45 Q) 0.67

(3) o.?8 (4) 0.88

49. 9."*Utfteorem is useful in determining the statistic V which is

(1) Independent of sufficient statistic T

(2) Linear function of U and T

(3) Monotone in tl for fixed t

(4) None of these

50. fft. nunparameteric test equivalent of a one'way ANOVA is

(1) Wilcoxon Signed Rank test . (2) Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test

(3) Kruskall-Wallis Test (4) Ansari'Bradley test
U'

51. whi.h orre is the i*prop.r prior for p, the probability of success in
Bernoulli distribution ?

(1) s(p) -- 1

I
(2) (B) g(p) = ;= ,"-t (1 - p)b-', a ) 0, b > 0

p (a, b)

(3) sb) = 2p

(4) g(p) = c, c*l

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-20ltsStatisticrCode-C ( 13 )
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52.

faIJ
If A= I 

^L-+

(1) -2e00

(3) - 3000

-11 + 3A2 + l"2A is
t.l,then the determinant of A3

(2) -2e500

(4) -3e500

53.

(2) 
fi 

u-,,

(4) o2 
.-ze

n

The Cramer-Rao lower bound for Y(0) = e* rn Porsson cl'lstrlouf,rorr wrLrr

parameter 0 is

(1) |"-,,

1:)) 
2o 

"-'nn

54.

t

Let Xl, X2, ....., Xn be iid Poisson (p)' Then the UMv urj or r(A = u/, rs

(1) (,- *)' (z) ('-;)"

(B) (,-*)'- (4) ('-*l

function evaluate at 0 = 4 is

(r) 0.36 Q) o.4o

(3) 0.56 (4) 0.68

bD.

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-201S',statistics-Code-C ( 14 )
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56. Consider the following statements :

I. For an estimator to be consistent, the unbiased.ness of the estimator
is necessary

II. If the variance of an estimator attains the Crammer-Rao lower bound.,
the estimator is consistent.

ru. A UMWE is unique. if it exists

Which of the above are correct ?

(1) Only I is couect (2) OnIy II is correct

(3) Only III is correct (4) None is correct

57. If 12, 18, 8, 22, and 15 are random samples for N (p,ot ). An unbiased
estimator of o2 is Given by

(1) 20

(3) n
(2) 25

(4) 33

58. One of the eigenvalues of the given matrix is
dd

[s -6 21

l-6 ',' -oi
12 -4 3j

(2)

(4)

(1)

(3) 10

59. The range of the real values of x satisfying 8 - Bx < E and 4x + b s -T is

(1) (-3, 1)

(3) (0, 3)

(2) (-1, 1)

(4) empty

MPH/PHDruRS-EE-2019-StatistierCode-C ( 15 )
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No.

l-r sl(1) L, 3l

l-s - sl
(B) L, _ 3l

Questions

60.

61. The summary of two variables are given as touows :

I *, =53, I *i =297, I y, =277.5, ZV? =9941'25' ZXi Yi =1630 an

n= L}.What is the value of sloPe ?

(1) 2.5 Q) 3.6 (3) 4'8 (4) 6'.4

:: : : :: : :l--.- L:: ;;: ;ii::,;;
62.

ru

The wind pressure p corresponding to veloclty v IS glven uy uIItr I'

data:

t-'.-rL I t.z 2.0 4.5 8.0

what is the value of p when v = ZS,according to Newton's formula ?

(1) 2.32 Q) 2'8e

(3). 3.08 (4) 4'02

If a, b, c are tfr. x'+Px'* qx+ r = 0' thent

vatrue of a3 + b3 * c3 is

(2) -3r-P2+rq(1) -3r-Pqr

(3) - 3r - pB + 3Pq (4) PB + 3rq

63.

MPIUPHDruRS-EE-2019-Statistics-Code-C 
( 16 )
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64.
ls -71If A = L-; ,.], ,n"" the determinant of AB + BA2 + 12A is

(1) 2e000 @) -2e500
(3) 30000 @) -3e500

65. If V be a collection of vectors, th;

(1) V is closed under multiplication

(2) V is closed under multiplication and addition

(3) V is closed under scalar multiplication

(4) v is closed under addition and scalar murtiplication

66.

(2) p(A)>plA,Bl

(4) p(A)<plA,Bl =rt

If the number of variabl.. irt
the system possesses a unique solution if :

(1) p(A)<plA,BI

(3)op(A)=p[A,BJ.n

87. The series - 
x-* *'. *-{- *.... is" I+x 'l+x' 'l+x3

(1) Divergent (z) convergent for all values of x

(3) Convcrgent for 0 < x < 1 (4) Convergent for x > 1

68. [f zn+'P,, 
, ' 

tn-lpn = 3:5, then the value of 
" ir "q"rtto

(1) t Q)2
(3)3 @)4

MPH/PHDruB$EE-20lFStatistics-Code-C ( 1Z )
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69. Consider the following statements :

I. A non-singular matrix is congruent to its inverse

II. Every normal triangular matrix is not diagonal

Which of the above are correct ?

(1) Only I Q) OntY II

(3) Both I and II (4) None of the above

70. If s ir- set ofvectors containing the zero vector, then

(1) OeS Q) OeS

(3) 0 may or may not be is s (4) s is Iinearly independent

is

.(2) 1

(4) 3

(1) 0

(3) 2

7L.

ra

72,

73,

The value of Ii *o e-* dx is

(1) 2

(3) 6

(2)

(4)

4

t2

What is the value of l,l1? ?

(1) Log (a 1)

(3) a log. (a)

(2) Iog. (a)

(4) a/los" (a)

rc
-I t,

{tll
Ul t-,w

MPILPHDruRS-EE-2019-Statistics-Code-C ( 18 )
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74.

(L) 0.742e

(3) 0.7467

Certain values of x and y are as given below :

1.0 0.9394 0.7788 0.s694 0.3678

According to Simpson's (1/3)'d rule what is the value of fi y dx ?

(2) 0.7457

(4) 0.7477

75.

(1) zg

(3) zs + ic

If u = xB - 3xy2, then what is the value of f(z), tf z= x + iy ?

(2) zs -ic

(11 ic

76. ]tt(z) is a continuous function in a region D and if the integral ltp1a,
taken round. any simple closed contour in D is zero then f(z) is an analytic
function inside D. This theorem is due to

(1) Morea (2) Cauchy

(3) Lio-Ville (4) Laurent

77. If a function f(z) is analytic for all finite values of z and lzl + o, and
It(z) | = A ( lz lk), then f(z) is a polynomial of degree

(1) <k (2) <k

(3) >k (4) >k

MPH/PHDruR$EE-2019-StatisticrCod*C ( 19 )
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78. Iff(z)=w,then
(1) z = O is a pole of order 1

(2) z = 0 is a pole of order 2

(3) z = 0 is a pole of order 3

(4) z = 0 is a pole of order 4

79, For the series, 29, L2,26, !9,24,36,2L,33, and 35; the value of the'firs
quartile is

(1) ?,0

(3) 22

(2) 2L

(4) 23

80.

io

Given * = y2+L,

(1) 0.187

(3) 0.re8

y (0) = 0. What is y (0.2)?

(2) 0.1e4

(4) 0.203

81. The Upper Confidence Level and Lower Confidence Level of a particula
process is given as 12 and 8 respectively. If variance of the process i

gr.ven as 16, then what is the sampel size of the process ?

(1) 36

(3) 25

82. If f Poisson (4) and Y Poisson (3), and X and Y are independent. What
the value of E [Xl (X + Y)], ifn = 10 ?

(1)

(3)

3.45 (2) 4.32

(4) b.tr5.23

MPH/PHDTRgEF-2019-StatisticvCodeC ( 20 )
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83. The value of m so that the vecto, (*
vectors (3,2,1) and (2, L,0) is :

(2) 3

(4) 7

(1) 1

(3) 5

84. Given the following state*.ntt
of distribution :

I. It always admits sufficient statistics

II. The moment estimator 6 based on suffrcient statistics is CAN for 0.
III. The asymptotic variance zero every time.
Which of the above are correct :

(1) only I and II are correct (2) only I and III are correct

(3) Only II and III are correct (4) All are correct

85. If the mean value function of a renewal proces is m(iy = 2q
the value of M (T) ?

> 0, what is

(1)

(q)

2

t2

(2)

(4)

t

2t2

86. The following statements given in respe.t
Estimation (MLE) :

I. MLE's are always unique.

II. MLE's are not necessarily unbiased

UI. MLE's satisfies invariance property, provided the transformation is
one-to-one.

Which of the above are correct :

(1) only I and II are correct (2) only I and III are correct

(3) Only II and III are correct (4) All are correct

MPH/PHD/LIR$EE-201$-statisticsCode-C ( ZL )
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aUis drawn atrandom'

*fr"iit the probabitity that it is not a white ball ?

r values of x are given :

f (f; = = 4,f(2) = 5, f (7) = 5' and f (A; = 4' What is the value of f (6) ?

(1) LLtt4
(3) 38/55

5.13

5.67

(2) 13tL4

(4) 27t35

(2) 5.28

(4) 5.88
(1)

(3)

Questions

Co*id", the following statements :

I. Least square estimators are unbiased for all general linear models

II. under fairly general conditions, the estimates obtained by method

of moments will have "r,*ptoii.ally 
normal distribution for large n'

,,I. The minimum chi-square estimators are not necessarily consistent'

Which of the above are correct ?

(1) OnlY I and II are correct

(2) OnIY I and III are correct

(3) OnlY II and III are correct

(4) AII are correct

Negative definite

Negative semi definite

I r -1-] .

The matr* L_, , I 
,.

(1) Positive definite

(3) Positive semi definite

Let N(t) be a Poisson process *itfr6tt"t tGtensity function on R' What

is the covariance of N(s) and N(t) ?

(1) l"s, if s < t
(3) l' (s-t), if (t < s)

(2) l. (t's), ifs < t
(4) l. (s+t)

MPlUPHDruRs-EE-2019-statistics-code-c 
(22 )
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s usual' then what is'the

value ", # ,

l2(1) E;-E

r2(B) e-.E*'
Gt"." y; = -12, Yz - 4, Yt= 6, and Yn

Newtonts Formula ?

= f Z. wnat is the value of Y, using

1

3

s are college students' Of a

random sample of 200 readers' 42 arc college stul11t1;l'^li^:"^*,::::t-t
;?X"3TJill5i""t significance whether the proportion of college students

among all the ,*ud"erc of the magazine is not equal to 0'25' what is the

conclusion ?

(1) The proportion of college students among the readers of the magazine

Ts O.Zf

(2) The samPle data are incorrect

(3) The proportion of college stud.ents among the readers of the magazine

is less than 0.25

(4)Theproportionofcollegestudentsamongthereadersofthemagazine
is more than 0.25

The variance of HYPer

M = 12 is given bY

(1) 1.34

(3) 1.02

geometric distribution *ithN=20,n=5and

MPII/PHDruRS-EE-20 ltsstatistics-Code-C
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96. A random sample of 100 articles are taken from a batch of 2000 articles
shows that the average diameter of the articles is 0.354 and standard
deviation 0.048. What is the g5% confidence interval for the average
diameter of the batch ?

(1) (0.2934,0.4235) (2) (0.3448,0.3632)
(3) (0.3021,0.3824) (4) (0.3923, 0.42L2)

97. A multiple r6gression relationship contains two independent variables.
The standard error of estirr:i-rte is 4.8 and error sum of squares is 576.
What is the sarnnl,, -i,:r: .'

(1) 2i (2) 25
(3) 2il , i) 28

98. Cliven the follorving toint iiurrsitS'tunction :

1(x, )') - i! e ' . {l': \ 1 }'<- ;r-,

What is E (Y lX) ?

(1) x + 1/f,
(3) 2x + )v

(2)

(4)
x - 1/1,

2x-)u
99. Let X has the distribution function

P(X<2Y)?
213

u7

I o,x<0.

F(x)= 1w2,0(x<2,t, I

L l, x>2.

Let Y = X2, then what is the value of
(1) Ltz (2i)

(3) 3t4 (4)

100. The percent of total variation of the dependent variable Y explained by
the set of independent variable X is rneasrrred by

(1) Coefficient of correlation (2) Coefficient of skewness

(3) Coefficient of determination (4) Standard error

MPH/PHDruB$EE-201S-statistics-CodeC ( 24)
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The summary of two variables ar" gi""r, ,., foUoG

I *,=53, I *i =29V, I y, =2i77.5,2V?=9941.25, Zxiyi=1630 and
n = 12. What is the value of slope ?

(1) 2.5 @) 3.6

(3) 4.8 @) 6.4

The windpressure p coresponding to 
"uto.itv " 

i@
data:

What is the value of p when v = Zl,according to Newton,s formula ?

(1) 2.32

(3) 3.08
#

(2) zf,e

(4) 4.02

r0 20 30 40

1.2 2.0 4.5 8.0

3. I If I,b, c are the roots of the cubic.
i value of a3 * b3 + cs is

(1) -3r-pqr (2) -Br-pz+rq

I | (3) -3r-p3+3pq (4) Ps+Brq

f:
rfA=[_o

(1) 2e000

(3) 3m0o

-71
l_1, 

then the determinant of As + 3A2 + 12A

IIPH/PHDruB$EF-201$statisticrCode-D ( 1 )

I

Question
No. Question

1.

2.

4.

(2) -2e500

(4) -3e500
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D. If V be a collection of vectors, then V is said to be subspace, if

(1) V is closed under multiplication

(2) V is closed under multiplication and addition

(3) V is closed under scalar multiplication

(4) V is closed under addition and scalar multiplication

6. if tfr. number of variables in a non-homogeneous system AX = B is n, then

the system possessbs a unique solution if : '

(1) p (A) < p [A, B] (2) P(A) > P [A, B]

(3) p(A)=plA,BI .n (4) p(A)<p[A,B]=.,

s
l. Theserie, * *.*'r*:* r *....isl+x l+x' l+x"

(1) Divergent (2) convergent for all values of x

(3) Convergent for 0 < x < 1 (4) Convergent for x > 1

8. lf zn+ ,Pr,_ 
, ' 

2n- lp

(1) l.

= 3 : 5, then the value of n is equal to

(4) 4(2) 2 (3) 3

9. Consider the following statements :

I. A non-singular matrix is congruent to its inverse

II. Every normal triangular matrix is not diagonal

Which of the above are correct ?

(1) OnIy I Q) OnIY II

(3) Both I and II (4) None of the above

MPH/PHDruB$EE-2019-StatisticrCode-D Q)
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I

!r

I

Questions '

If S t. . 
"etfivectors 

containing the zero vector, then

(1) 0eS

(2) 0Es
(3) 0 may or may not be is S

(4) S is linearly indePendent

Th. f"["*t"g ""t.,.r 
of the function f (x) for values of x are given :

f (r; = - 4, f (2)= 5, f (7) = 5, and f (a; = 4. what is the value off (6) ?

(1) 5.13

(3) 5.67

ffie differen.u opur"tor. d"fined as usual, then what is the

value ,f 5
{r z(1) E-E
'12

(2) F- E 
-t

t2(3) ;"-E*'

t2(4) E* E 
*,

MPH/PHDruR$AE-20lFStatistics-Code-D ( 3 )
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Question
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13. Given yo = - 1), Yz= 4, Yt = 6, and Yn

Newton's Formula ?

(1)

(3)

= t2. What is the value of y, usrng

1

3

(2)

L4, R *"g"rine claims that 25% of, its readers are college students. Of e

random sample of 200 readers, 42 are college students. It is to be testec

at a 0.10 level of significance whether the proportion of college studentr

among aII the readlrs of the magazine is not equal to 0.25. What is thr

conclusion ?

(1) The proportion of college students among the readers of the magazinr

is 0.25

(2) The sample data are incorrect

(B) The proportion of college students among the readers of the magazin'

is less than 0.25

(4) The proportion of college students among the readers of the magazin

is more than 0.25

15. Th" "*"i""ce 
of Hyper geometric distribution with N = 20, n = 5 an'

M = 12 is given by

(1) 1.34

(3) L.oz

(2) t.28

(4) o.e5

16. A random sample of 100 articles are taken from a batch of 2000 article

shows that the average diameter of the articles is 0.354 and standar

deviation 0.048. What is the 957o confidence interval for the averag

diameter of the batch ?

(1) (0.2934,0.4235) (2) (0.3448,0.3632)

(3) (0.3021,0.3824) (4) (0.3923, 0.4212)

MPIUPHDruB$EE-2019-statisticrCode-D ( 4 )
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L7. A multiple regression relationship contains two independent variables.
The standard error of estimate is 4.8 and error sum of squares is 576.
What is the sample size?

(1) 24 (2) 25 (3) 26 (4) ?8

18. Given the following joint density function :

f (x, y) = f,2 s-rv, 0 < x ( y <.o

What is E (Y lX) ?

(1) x + 1/1,

(3) 2x + 7,.

(2) x- 1/1.

(4) Zx-?u

19. Let X has the distribution function

Let Y = X2, then what is the value of P (X < 2Y) ?

(1) rtz (2) 2t3 (3)' 3/4 (4) 4t7

I o,x<0,

F(x) = l*r,o<xS2,
I r, x>2.

20. She percent of total variation of the dependent variable Y explained by
the set of independent variable X is measured by

(1) Coefficient of correlation (2) Coefficient of skewness

(3) Coefficient of determination (4) Standard error

2L. Which one is the improper prior for p, the probability of success
Bernoulli distribution ?

(1) sb) = 1

(2) (B)g(p)= =,1,. p*r(1 -p)b-',a)0,b>0
P (a' b)

(3) s(p) = 2p

(4) g(p) = c, c*1

in
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lf A = l_-+ ,_], ,fr"r, the determinant of AB + BA2 + 12A is

(1) -2eoo

(3) - sooo

(2) -2e5oo

(4) -3e5oo

The Cramer-Rao lower bound fo,
parameter 0 is

(1) o 
e-"

n

(s) 4 u-"
n

(2) t "*'

(4) { 
"*'n

22.

28.

24. the UMWE of P(X = 0) is

(1) (,- +)' (2) (,- +)"

(,- *).
(, - *)'. (4)

26. If3, 8, 5, 4 and 10 are.*pon
function evaluate at 0 = 4 is

(1) 0.36

(2) 0.40

(3) 0.56

(4) 0.68

MPH/PHDruR$EF-20lFStatisticrCode-D ( 6 )



Consider the following statements :

I. For an estimator to be consistent, the unbiasedness of the estimator

is necessarY

II. If the variance of an estimator attains the Crammer'Rao lower bound'

the estimator is consistent.

III. A UMVUE is unique, if it exists

Which of the above are correct ?

(1) OnIy I is correct Q) Only II is correct

(3)onlyllliscorrect(4)Noneiscorrect
for N (P'o2 )' An unbiased

estimator of o2 is Given bY

eigenvalues of the given matrix is :

21
I

-4 |
I3l

One of the
{

[8 -6
l-o 7
I

lz -4

ing8-3x S 5and4x+5 ( -7is

(1) (-3, 1) Q) (-1, 1)

(3) (0,3) (4) emPtY

MPH/PHDruR$EE-2019-StatisticrCode-D (7 )
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30. The2x2matrix

(1)

:;]

;l
Ig

L,

I
81. The Upper Confi r

process is given i

given as 16, ther r

(1) 36

(3) 25

If X- Poisson (4) ra:
thevalueofEEll
(1) 3.45

(3) 5,zg

32.

83. I tf.. ".f.* "f **4 vectors (3,2,1) urr
I

lor 1

8'r.@
I of distribution :

Code-

Questions

r::orresponding to the complex ,rr*b"" BG

(2) t; i]
@\ [r -sl

L5 3J

d
as 12 and 8 respectively. If variance of the p"o."r,, i,

r what is the sampel size of the process ?

(2) 28

(4) 18

t"g_Y- Poisson (B), and X ""a i,llG+Y)l,ifn=10?
(2) 4.32

. (4) 5.7L

sro that the vector (m, B, 1) i ;
urnd (2, 1, 0) is :

l:lr:yt"* statements about a one parametur.ffir
I. It always admits sufficient statistics.

II' The moment estimator 6 based on sufficient statistics is CAN for 0.m. The asymptotic variance zero every time.
Which of the above are correct :

(1) only I and II are correct (z) only I and III are correct
(3) only II and III are correct (4) All are correct

MPH/PHDruB$EF-20thstatisricrCode-D ( 8 )
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85. If the mean value function of a rene*ai p
the value of M (T) ?

(1) 2

(3) t2

(2) t
(4) 2t2

36. The following statements given in respect of Maximu* l,it.iifrooa
Estimation (MLE) :

I. MLE's are always unique.

[. MLE's are not necessarily unbiased

m. MLE's satisfies invariance property, provided the transformation is
one-to-one.

Which of the above are correct :

(1) only I and II are correct (z) only I and III are correct

(S) Only II and III are correct (4) All are correct

37. Cfrsider the following statements :

I. Least square estimators are unbiased for all general linear models

[. Under fairly general conditions, the estimates obtained by method
of moments will have asymptotically normal distribution for large .n.

III. The minimum chi-square estimators are not necessarily consistent.

Which of the above are correct ?

(1) Only I and II are correct

(2) Only I and III are correct

(3) Only II and III are correct

(4) All are correct

Lt{PH/PHDruR$EE-2019-StatisticrCodrD ( 9 )
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38.
l- r -11Thematrixl lisL-l 1.1

(1) Positive definite

(3) Positive semi definite

(2) Negative definite

(4) Negative semi definite

39. Let N(t) be a Poisson process with constant intensity function on R. Wl
is the covariance of N(s) and N(t) ?

(1) Ls, if s < t (2) l" (t-s), if s < t
(3) l" (s-t), if (t < s) (4) l, (s+t)

40, Abag contains 5 black, 6 red and 3 white balls. If a ball is drawn at rando
what is the probability that it is not a white ball ?

(1) LL1L4 (2) L3tL4

(3) 38/55 (4) 27t35

4L,

IJ

Consider the following regression problem r Y, = o + 9r+ €i ; i = 1, 2, ....,
Here e, ; i = L,2, ...., n, are i.i.d. N (0, 1) random variables. It is assum

that o * 0 and p is known. If d,n is the MLE of o, which of the followi
statements is true ?

limn-,E(d")*cr

limn-* E (d,"1= 6

limn-r. V(d,n)=oo

limn-- V(d,r;=9

(1)

MPIUPHDruR$EE-20lFStatisticrCode-D ( 10 )
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42. Let X, X2, ....., X" be a random sample from f (x, 0), a probabitit), d""rrty
function or a probability mass function. Define (n - 1) ri = It, (X, - Xn ), ,

where Xn is a sample mean. Then sl is unbiased for 0 if

(1) f (x,0) = +, x=0, 1,...., and0 > 0

(2) f(x,0)=€',x)0,e>0
0

(3) (x,0) =0 e-u*, x) 0,0 > 0

(4) none of the above

43. Let X, X2, ...., Xn be a random sample from uniform U (e - b, e - B)
distribution. Let X,,, and X,n, denote the smallest and largest of the sample
values. Then which of the following is true ?

(1) 6,,,, X,n) is complete sufficient for 0
(2) X, * X, - 2Xris an ancillary statistic
(31, X,n,* 3 is unbiased for o

(4) X,,, * is not consistent for 0

44. A simple random sample (without replacement) of size n is drawn from'a
finite population of size N (>6). What is the probability that the 4-th
population unit is included in the sample but the 6-th population unit is
not included in the sample ?

n(n-l)(1)ffi nfN-n)(2) ffi
(n-l)(N-n+l)

(3) (4)N(N-l)

MPH/PHDruR$EE-20lFStatisticrCodeD ( 11 )
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45. Consider the following statements :

I. The bias of ratio estimator for population mean become. zero if tl
regression ofY on X passes through the origin

II. The ratio estimator of population mean is rnore efficienr than samp
mean when the correlation coefficient between X anj. Y is greatr
than zero.

Which of the above statements is/are correct ?

(1) I only (2) II only

(3) Both I and II (4) Neither I nor II

46.

rf

The unbiased estimator of populati"on totalY dr to Horv tz a"rd ni.rompr,ic

is

(1) I,.r+

(3) NI,.r+

TY'l,.rieS n.

NI,., f
47. Which one of th. fotto*irrg:r r .cr;:ect . .,, i f,0, ,.rrtf-* 

.-

(1) The regression estimator is super:.icir to th.e .:nei.ir.r per unlr c stim.,,tc
in some cases.

(2) The regression estirnator and the mean per ranit estimator both brin
equally efficient if p = g.

(3) Regression estimator is alw;rys better than ratio estimator.

(4) The regression estimator will, in general be more efficient than th
post-stratified estimator.

MPH/PHDruR$EE-20lFStatistics-Code-D ( 12 )
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48. The pgf of a certain distribution is given as P(s) = 3s2 - 2s + 6. What is the
rnean of this distribution ?

(1) 2 (2) 3

(3) 4 (4) 5

49,

(1) 5.7

(3) 7.e

Three samples of 5, 4, and 5 motor car tyres are drawn respectively from
three brands P, Q, and R manufactures by the three machines. The life
time of these tyres (in'000 miles) are given below :

P:4542434442
a:4La/d-4243
RiM42384339
What is the mean sum of squares between samples ?

50.

(2) optimum test

(4) srmrlar test

(1) minimax test

(3) unbiased test

51. A car manufacturer had to recall the lot produced from one of its assembly
Iine over a specific perrod of time due to quality-control problems that
were not discovered during final inspection procedures. This is an example
of

(1) Type I error (2) Type II error

(3) Both (1) and (2) (4) Neither (1) nor (2)

MPH/PHDruB$EE-2019-Statistics-CodrD ( 13 )
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52. The number of runs in XWJ(YXX is :

(1) 2

(3) 4

(2)

(4)

3

b

53.

(1) F test

(3) Z test

You have carried out a one way ANOVA. Th
between the three groups you are testing. How might you conduct your
pairwise comparisons ?

(2) Least significance differences (LSD

(4) Chi.square test

54, Suppose there is interest in comparing the median rurpor"r. time foi
three independent groups learning a specific task. The appropriate
nonparameteric procedure is

(1) Iftuskal.Wallis (Z) Wilcoxon Signed-Rank

(3) Run test (4) Sign test

ob.

(1) 28e

(3) 2s8

Whatisthevalue of zx@) +Bx(?*;(r)-Z evaluatedat i=ot
(2) 2e4

(4) 302

56.

(2) e

(4) 6

Degrees of freedom for chi-square in case of conting.".v taUt. of order
(4xB)are:
(1) t2
(3) 8

57.

(2)

(4)

A tm"ll sample has been taken from a normalty airtrib"t.d pop"lrtio"
and the sample mean has been found to be 62. The upper limii of a 9b
percent confidence interval for population mean is 81.60. The population
variance is known to be 2,400. What is the sample size ?

(1)

(3)

MPH/PHDruR$EE-20ltsStatistics-CodrD ( 14 )
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58. Consider the following results on a correlation study :

Regression equations : 6y = 5x * 90 and 15x = 8y + 130 and Variance of
X = 4. What is the coe.f{icient of correlation betwene X and Y ?

(1) 0.45 (2) 0.67

(3) 0.78 (4) 0.88

59. Basu's theorem is useful in determining the statistic V which is

(1) Independent of sufficient statistic T

(2) Linear function of U and T

(3) Monotone in U for fixed t
(4) None of these

60. The nonparameteric test equivalent of a one-way ANOVA is

(1) Wilcoxon Signed Rank test (2) Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test

(3) ,$ruskall-Wallis Test (4) Ansari-Brad1ey test

61. The Rank of the quadratic form : 2x?, +x1-3*? - 4x,x, - 8xrx, + l2xrxz
is

(1) o

(3) 2

(2) 1

(4) 3

62. The value of

(1) 2

(3) 6

lr' *t e-* dx

(2)

(4)

4

L2

MPH/PHDruR$EE-2019-Statistics-CodeD ( 15 )
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68. What is the value of lirn 
u* - I

x+0 X

(1) Log (a - 1)

(3) a loS. (a)

?

(2)

(4)

loS" (a)

a/IoS" (a)

64.

(1) 0.742e

(3) 0.7467

Certain values of x and y are as given below :

x | 0 0,25 0.s 0.7s 1.0

y | 1.0 0.9394 0.7788 0.5694 0.3678

According to Simpson's (1/3)'d rule what is the value of fi y dx ?

(2) 0.7457

. (4) 0.7477

66' { If u = x8 - 3xy2, then what is the value of f(z), rf z=x + iy ?

(1) zs

(3) zB + rc

(2) z3-ic

(4) ic

66. If t(z) is a continuous function in a region D and if the integral ltp1a,
taken round any simple closed contour in D is zero then f(z) is an analytic
function inside D. This theorem is due to

(1) Morea (2) Cauchy

(3) Lio-Ville (4) Laurent

MPH/PHDruR$EE-201$,StatistrcrCode-D ( 16 )
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67. If a function f(z) is analytic for u
It(z)l = A ( lzlk), then f(z) is a polynomial of degree

(1) <k @) <k

(3) >k (4) >k

68. If f(z) =
za +223 +322 + 4z+S

, thenz'

(1) z = 0 is a pole of order 1

(2) z = 0 is a pole of order 2

(3) z = 0 is a pole of order B

(4) z = 0 is a pole of order 4

69. For the series, 29, LZ, ZA, ig, Z+, B
quartile is

,<tY zo e) zL

(3) 22 @) 23

70, y (0) = 0. What is y (0.2) ?

(2) 0.1e4

(4) 0.203

Given o* = y2 + 1,

(1) 0.187

(3) 0.1e8

MPH/PHDruB$EE-2019-Statistics-Code-D ( 1Z )
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Ifn= 15, Ix=480,I*'
(1) 100

(3) 47.56

(1) 0.732e

(3) 0.7884

Code-f

Questions

, then the standard deviation of y = 5x - 10 is

(2) e6.82

(4) 112.88

(2) 0.8321

(4) 0.e348

Let X,, Xr, ..... be iid Poisson (1,) random variables. If S, = ixr . If l, = 1tt 
,n=t

and n = 64, then The value of P {50 < S" < 80} is approximately

Consider a discrete classification with rl, 12, rB, ra as the number of

observations in each cell such that | tri = tr . The ceII probabilities are
i=t

respectively given as 02, 0 (1 - e), e (1 - 0) and (1 - e)'. What is the MLE of
0is

(1)
n4

2n

2n, + n,
nl +n3

2n, + n,

nt+n2+n4

2n, +n, +n,
2n

MPH/PHDruR$EE-2019-StatisticrCode-D ( 18 )
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74. Let X be a random variable having the probability function :

/n\
f (x, o) = [.J e* (1 - o)o-*, x = o, L,2, ....., n.

xIf d (x) = ;, then the risk function R(e, d) under squared error loss

function is :

e (0 -1) 0(0 + 1)(1) =7 Q) -;-
e(l-e) e2(3) =7 (4) ;

76. Let X,, Xr, .... be iid Bernoulli with parameter (1.). If apriori it is known

that l" e lttl, 3t41.It X 
= 1 . What is. the MLE of l, ?'4

{J) Lt4 Q) Lt2

(3) 3t4 (4) 1

76, After taking a sample and computing X, a statistician says that he is 88%

confident that the population mean lies between 106 andt22. What does

he really mean ?

(1) The probability is 0.88 that p = lll,the midpoint of the interval

(2) The probability is 0.88 that p is between 106 and't22

(3) 88% of the intervals calculated from samples of this size wiII
contain p

(4) Both (2) and (3)

MPH/PHDruB$EE-20lSStatisticrCode-D ( 19 )
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77. The measrrre of Kurtosis of t-distribution is

(1)
n-2
n*3

3(n-2\(2) ff
3{n - 2\(3);- (4)

n+2
n+4

78. For a particular hypothesis test, the probabilities of type,I and II error
are respectively, 0.05 and 0.09. The power of this test is

(1) o.e5 (2) 0.14

(3) 0.86 (4) 0.e1

79. Let X, Xr, .... X, be iid with f(x) = 9*'-', 0 < x < 1, 0 > 0. Thenthe Cramer
Rao Low6r Bound for estimating 6 is

(1) n0 (2) I
n

02
)

n-
(3) 02

n
(4)

80. For a queuing model of M/M/1(m)/FCFS model, the probability of n
realization is obtained as

(1) p'(1 - p)

(3) p(1 -p)"

(2) p(1 -p)
(4) p'(1 - p)"- t

81. Every sequence {X"} of independent random variables with uniforml;
bounded variances obeys

(1) Borel-Cantelli lemma (2) Cauchy's criterion

(3) WLLN (4) SLLN

MPH/PHDruRSJE-201$-StatisticrCodrD ( 20 )
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82. If V be a collection of vectors, then V is said to be subspace, if
(1) V is closed under multiplication

(2) V is closed under multiplication and addition

(3) V is closed. under scalar multiplication

(4) V is closed under addition and scalar multiplication

83.

(1) SP(S)

(3) P(S)/S

(2) S/P(S)

(4) P(S)/S

Let X be a random variable with pC P(S). Then the pgf of 3X-1 is

84. The relationship between number of beers consumed (x) andblood alcohol
content (y) was studied in 16 male college students by using least squares
regression. The following regression equation was obtained from this

study : y^= -O.OL27 + 0.0180 x. The above equation implies that :

(1) each beer consumed increases blood alcohol by 1.27%

(2) on average it takes 1.8 beers to increase blood alcohol content by Lo/o

(3), each beer consumed increased blood alcohol by an average of amount
of L.\o/o

(4) None of these.

85. With the usual notations, find p for a binomial random variable X, if n = g

and if I P (X - 1) = P 6 = 2).

(1) L2tL5 (2) 18t23

(3) Let27 (4) etL4

86. The quadratic form 6x,2 + 3x2,

(1) Negative definite

(3) Positive semi definite

114xs2 I 4xzxg * l8xrXs * 4xrx, is

(2) Positive definite

(4) Negative semi definite

MPIIPHDruRSEE-z0ltsStatisticrCode-D ( 21 )
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87. Let T be CAN for 0 so that T - AN (0,o2r(0)/a"2) and let Y be a differentiab

function such tfrat S is continuous and. non vanishing then Y(T) is CA

for Y(0) with asymptotic variance :

(1) (#)'o?(e) (2) (#)'al of le;

(B) (#)'# (4) (#)'#
88.

s

If the percent of trend for a year in a time series is greater than 100(

it indicates that

(1) The actual time series value Iies below the trend line and the relati'
cyclical residual is positive

(2) The actual time series value lies below the trend line and the relati'
cyclical residual is negative

(3) The actual time series value lies above the trend line and the relati
cyclical residual is negative

(4) The actual time series value lies above the trend line and the relati
cyclical residual is positive

89.

(1) 0.50

(3) 1.20

If 3, 8, 5, 4 and 10 are exponential samples with mean 0. The Fish
information function evaluated at 0 = 2 is

(2) 0.80

(4) 1.25

90. The ratio of number of replipation required in CRD and RBD for the sar
amount of information is

(1) 3:2 (2) 5:3 (3) 5:4 (4) 3:5

MPH/PHDruB$EE-2019-StatisticrCodeD (22 )
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91. If quartile deviation of a set of observations is given as 6.4 and the value
of first quartile is 5. What is the value of the third quartile ?

(1) 72 (2) 15.3

(3) 17.8 (4) 20.2

92. The mean and median of a non-symmetric distribution is 16 and 18
respectively. If standard deviation is 5, then the skewness of the
distribution is

(1) 0 (2) -1.2

(3) 1.5 (4) 2.1

93. Suppose X follows a Normal distribution with mean 50 and variation 25.
What is the standard score corresponds to 58 ?

(1) t.2 (2) 1.6 !

(3) 1.8 (4) 2.1

94. If the p-value of the test is larger than the level of significance, it indicates

(1) Strong evidence in support of alternative hypothesis

(2)re Strong evidence against alternative hypothesis

(3) Strong evidence in support of null hypothesis

(4) Strong evidence against null hypothesis

95. Consider the following statements :

I. If S is closed and 6 is admissible, then every risk function is convex

II. If S is closed, then S will not have a limit point

III. If S is closed from below, then S e Eo

Which of the above is correct ?

(1) Only I is correct (2) Only II is correct

(3) Both I and II is correct (4) Both II and III is correct

MPH/PHDTRgEE-zOlFStatisticrCodeD ( 23 )
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offreedom are
(1) b(v-l) e) v(b_l)
(3) (b-1)(v-1) @) b(v_l)
Coo

I' A complete class of decision rules contains only admissible decir
rules

II. A minimal complete class of decision rule contains only admiss:
decision rtiles

m. A minimal complete class of decision rule is always complete
Which of the above is correct ?

(1) only I is correct (z) onry II is correct
(3) Both I and II is correct (4) Both II and III is correct

96.

97.

99. The special case of Birth.D."
is called the _ process n

(1) Immigration
(3) Linear growth

(2) Poisson Process

(4) Yule-Furry
99.

(1) X"$x
T(3) Y" " rX

(2) X" -le y

(4) X"\ L rY

Wishart distribution is * S.".rrI
(1) Normal distribution (z) t-distributior:
(3) chi'square distribution (4) Beta distribution

DlX"-Y,l 'r0and\ Lryimplies

100.

MPH/PHDruB$EF-Z0tgiStatistics-CodeD ( 24 )
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